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Shell Model Monte Carlo Method for Two-Neutrino Double Beta Decay
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Shell model Monte Carlo techniques are used to calculate two-neutrino double beta decay matrix
elements. We test the approach against direct diagonalization for48Ca in the completepf shell using the
KB3 interaction. The method is then applied to the decay of76Ge in thes0f5y2, 1p, 0g9y2d model space
using a newly calculated realistic interaction. Our result for the matrix element is0.12 6 0.05 MeV21,
in reasonable agreement with the experimental value.

PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs, 21.60.Ka, 27.40.+z, 23.40.–s
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The double beta (bb) decay of a nucleus is a rare secon
order weak process [1,2]. The as-yet unobserved neu
noless mode is of fundamental interest, as it would sign
a neutrino mass, lepton number nonconservation, or
mixtures of right handed weak currents. In contrast, t
existence of the2n mode has been firmly established (se
the review in Ref. [2]). The ability to accurately describ
this latter process is an important element in the interp
tation of limits on neutrinoless decays. Unfortunately,
seems that2n matrix elements are highly suppressed a
so depend sensitively on small, poorly determined parts
the nuclear wave functions.

Most recent calculations of2nbb matrix elements for
nuclei heavier than48Ca rely on the quasiparticle random
phase approximation (QRPA) [2]. While this approac
is computationally simple and includes many features
the two-body interaction known to be relevant forbb de-
cay, the calculated matrix elements are uncertain beca
of their great sensitivity to theJ  11, T  0 particle-
particle interaction [3]. The interacting shell model offer
a more microscopic approach to the problem. Comple
0h̄v shell model calculations [4] not only recover mor
quenching of Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions than QRP
calculations, but also are in agreement with observatio
(after the universal renormalization ofgA to 1.0). How-
ever, computational limitations have restricted shell mod
calculations of the2nbb decay matrix element to48Ca,
the lightest of allbb candidates.

In this Letter we show how shell model Monte Carl
(SMMC) methods can be used to calculate2nbb decay
matrix elements. We first calculate the decay of48Ca in
the completepf shell and validate our method against d
rect diagonalization. We then present results for the d
cay of 76Ge, one of the few nuclei where the2nbb decay
has been precisely measured and where the best limits
the 0n decay have been obtained [5]. Our calculation
the completes0f5y2, 1p, 0g9y2d orbitals, which is imprac-
tical using traditional shell model methods, is the first
2nbb decay in such a large model space.
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The 2nbb matrix elements between the01 ground
states of the initial and final even-even nuclei is giv
by [6]

M2n 
X
m

k01
f jGj11

ml ? k11
m jGj01

i l
Em 2 sE0

i 1 E0
fdy2

. (1)

Here, j01
i l sj01

f ld is the ground state of the initial (final)
nucleus with energyE0

i sE0
f d; j11

ml are the11 states of
the intermediate odd-odd nucleus with energiesEm; and
G is the GT operator

P
l slt

2
l , where sl is the Pauli

spin operator for nucleonl andt
2
l is the isospin lowering

operator that changes a neutron into a proton.
Previous shell model calculations for nuclei heavi

than 48Ca ([1], and references therein) have invoke
the so-called closure approximation, where the mat
element is written asM2n  McyẼ, with Mc  k01

f jG ?

Gj01
i l andE an average energy denominator. As there

no prescription for choosing the average energy deno
nator (and even the closure matrix element is usua
calculated in a severely truncated basis), the uncerta
in this approximation is difficult to estimate.

To calculate the exact2nbb matrix element, Eq. (1),
we consider the function

fst, t0d 
Trfe2sb2t2t0dHGy ? Gye2tHGe2t0H ? Gg

Trfe2bH g
,

(2)

whereH is the many-body Hamiltonian and the trace
over all states of the initial nucleus. The quantitiesb 2

t 2 t0 and t play the role of the inverse temperatur
in the parent and daughter nucleus, respectively.
spectral expansion off shows that large values of thes
parameters guarantee cooling to the parent and daug
ground states. In these limits, we note thatfst, t0 
0d approachese2tQ jMcj2, where Q  E0

i 2 E0
f is the

energy release, so that a calculation offst, 0d leads
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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directly to the closure matrix element. If we then defin

hsT , td ;
Z T

0
dt0 fst, t0de2t0Qy2 (3)

and

M2nsT , td ;
hsT , tdMp

c

fst, 0d
, (4)

it is easy to see that in the limit of larget, b 2

t 2 t0, and T , M2nsT , td becomes independent of thes
parameters and is equal to the matrix element in Eq. (1

We use SMMC methods [7] to calculatefst, t0d, and
henceM2n. These techniques scale more gently than
rect diagonalization with the number of valence nucleo
and single particle orbits and so allow calculations larg
then possible otherwise. They are based on the discre
tion of the many-body propagatore2bH into a finite num-
ber of “time” slicesNt , each of durationDb  byNt .
At each time slice the many-body propagator is lineariz
via the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations [8]; obse
ables are then calculated as expectation values in
canonical ensemble of nuclear states.

To circumvent the “sign problem” encountered in th
SMMC calculations with realistic interactions, we use t
extrapolation procedure outlined in [9]. One defines a
of HamiltoniansHsg, xd  f1 2 s1 2 gdyxgHG 1 gHB

such thatHsg  1, xd  H is the physical Hamiltonian
and HG,B are the “good” and “bad” parts of the Hamil
tonian, respectively. Forg # 0, Hsg, xd is free of the
sign problem; the matrix elements are therefore calcula
for several valuesg # 0 and extrapolated tog  1. The
value ofx is chosen to make the linearg extrapolation as
smooth as possible.

To validate our method, we calculated the mat
elements for 48Ca in the completepf shell with the
KB3 interaction [10] for six equally spacedg values
between21.0 and 0.0 usingx  4 and extrapolated to
the physical result atg  1. Each calculation involved
2500–3500 Monte Carlo samples and was performed
b  2 MeV21 with Nt  48. The direct diagonalization
calculations for48Ca with which we compare our result
were performed using an implementation of the Lancz
algorithm [11]. We calculated both the closure and ex
matrix elements for the same HamiltoniansHsg, xd as
used in the SMMC.

We found the slope of lnffst, 0dg to be in good agree-
ment with that expected from the difference of the en
gies for 48Ti and 48Ca (Fig. 1) and extractedjMcj from the
intercept. The SMMC closure matrix elements forg # 0
are in very good agreement with the direct diagonalizat
results (Fig. 1) indicating that our temperatures are su
ciently low to correctly calculate the closure matrix el
ment from the ground state of48Ca to 48Ti. However, the
direct diagonalization calculations show a small curvatu
nearg  1.0 that the extrapolation cannot reproduce. O
linear extrapolation of the closure matrix element, whi
.
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FIG. 1. Upper: lnffst, 0dg for 48Ca calculated at
b  2.0 MeV21 with Nt  48. The lines are best fits.
Lower: SMMC and direct diagonalization closure matri
elements for48Ca. The SMMC points are linearly extrapolate
to g  1.0.

takes place over almost a factor of 20, therefore und
estimates the physicalsg  1.0d calculation. We obtain
20.21 6 0.29 for the closure matrix element to be com
pared with the direct diagonalization result of 0.29. A
the natural scale forMc is given by the sum rule [2] as
ø21, we may conclude that the SMMC successfully r
produces the shell model suppression of a factor of 70.

The calculation of the functionfst, t0d was performed
for t  0.5 MeV21 and for thirteent0 values spaced
equally between 0.0 and0.5 MeV21. This combination
of parameters was checked to give converged res
2643
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for the matrix element. We then calculatedhsT , td for
thirteen values ofT # 0.5 MeV21; the upper limit ofT is
sufficiently large for the integral in Eq. (3) to converg
From these, we obtainedM2nsT , td [Eq. 6] as shown
in Fig. 2 for some representative values ofg [12]. In
Fig. 2, we show the good agreement between the SM
matrix elements and direct diagonalization forg # 0.
Even though the value ofx  4.0 was chosen to make
the linear extrapolation as smooth as possible, the di
diagonalization results still have a small curvature. F
the exact2n matrix element we obtain an extrapolate

FIG. 2. Upper: M2nsT , td for 48Ca calculated atb 
2.0 MeV21 with Nt  48. The points at largeT show the
asymptotic valuesT ! `d of the matrix elements obtaine
according to [12]; lines are drawn to guide the eye. Low
SMMC exact matrix elements and the direct diagonalizat
results for 48Ca. The SMMC matrix elements are linear
extrapolated tog  1.0.
2644
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value of 0.15 6 0.07 MeV21 whereas the calculation o
Caurier, Poves, and Zuker [13] (including the erratum
[10]) gives0.08 MeV21. There is thus agreement withi
the uncertainty.

We now apply the SMMC method to a heavier nucleu
where direct diagonalization is not possible. In particul
we calculate the2n matrix element for76Ge using an
effective interaction based on the Paris potential in
s0f5y2, 1p, 0g9y2d orbitals, with the single particle energie
taken from the levels of57Ni relative to the 56Ni core
[14]. This interaction has been constructed using aG-
matrix folded-diagram method, in close analogy with t
calculations carried out by Shurpin, Kuo, and Strottm
[15] and by Deanet al. [4]. The model space comprise
some 108 configurations, so that our SMMC calculation
significantly larger than previous shell model treatme
of 76Ge [1]. While it avoids spurious excitations of th
center of mass, it does not include all spin-orbit pairs
orbitals and thus does not obey the Ikeda sum rule for
strengths. However, this model space (with the cho
of an appropriate effective interaction) should adequat
describe those low-lying states expected to be the m
important for2nbb decay [16].

We performed the76Ge calculation atb  2.5 MeV21

with Nt  60. The effective interaction used reproduc
the experimental mass splitting of76Ge and 76Se well:
21.35 6 0.30 MeV compared to the experimental splittin
of 20.72 MeV (the Coulomb energy was calculated follo
ing Ref. [17]). The mass splitting of76Ge and otherA 
76 nuclei (76Zn, 76Kr, 76Sr) compares favorably with the
Coulomb corrected experimental values or value from s
tematics in the case of76Sr. Our value for theb2 strength
of 76Ge isBsGT2d  kGy ? Gl  19.09 6 0.39, and we
find an energy centroid of6.3 6 0.2 MeV, while the ex-
perimental values are 19.9 and 9.1 MeV, respectively [1
the apparent near consistency of this total strength w
experiment is misleading as we have not employed
renormalization ofgA  1.0 and we have missing strengt
in our model space corresponding mainly to the tran
tions between theg9y2 and g7y2 orbitals. This missing
high-energy strength should not affect the low-lying sta
of 76As that are important for2nbb decay. Our value
for the b1 strength for 76Se isBsGT1d  0.60 6 0.13.
This strength is identically zero in the independent pa
cle model, and it is generated only by the smearing of
Fermi surface due to the interaction.

We performed two independent sets of calculatio
for both the closure and the exact matrix element us
the x  4 and x  ` families of Hsg, xd. The best-fit
extrapolations tog  1.0 were linear for both the closure
and the exact matrix elements in both cases. Our results
the closure matrix elements are20.36 6 0.34 and0.08 6

0.17 for x  4 and x  `, respectively. These are t
be compared with the truncated shell model calculat
of Haxton and Stephenson [1] (using a different effect
interaction) that resulted in a value of 2.56.
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We find consistentM2n values for thex  4 andx 
` cases (Fig. 3). Our results are0.12 6 0.07 and0.12 6

0.06 MeV21, respectively (a combined value of0.12 6

0.05 MeV21), while the experimental value of this matri
element (usinggA  1.26) is 0.14 6 0.01 MeV21 [5].
However, shell model calculations of ordinaryb decay
consistently suggest thatgA is renormalized to 1.0 in
the nuclear medium [4], in which case the experimen
matrix element is0.22 6 0.01 MeV21.

There has been no previous shell model calculation
M2n. Haxton and Stephenson [1] obtained an estimate
the closure approximation by taking the average ene
denominator to be the position of theb2 GT resonance
in 76Ge (9.4 MeV). We find significantly smaller value
of E ; McyM2n (23.0 6 3.3 and0.57 6 1.26 MeV for
x  4 and `, respectively), in agreement with othe
2nbb decay candidates such as48Ca, 100Mo, and 128Te
where E is known to be significantly smaller than th
position of theb2 GT resonance [16].

In this Letter, we have demonstrated an SMMC meth
to calculate2nbb decay matrix elements and test it fo
the 48Ca decay against direct diagonalization. We ha
also calculated the matrix element for76Ge in a model
space significantly larger than previous calculations, a
obtain a result that is in reasonable agreement w
experiment. Although our extrapolations of the matr
elements may introduce systematic errors in our phys
value, the fact that two independent calculations g
consistent values enhances the confidence in our re
The dependence ofM2n on the effective interaction and
single-particle energies remains to be investigated.

FIG. 3. SMMC exact matrix elements for76Ge calculated
using the HamiltoniansHsg, xd with x  4 and x  `. The
lines are linear fits to the points in both cases. The extrapola
values and the experimental result of Ref. [5] are sho
staggered aroundg  1.0 for clarity.
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more detailed description of these calculations will
given elsewhere, and work is in progress to calculate
matrix elements for several other, heavier nuclei.
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